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From the 7th century onwards, men and women of different faiths and cultures built on knowledge from ancient
civilisations making breakthroughs that have left their mark on our world. Arab, Persian, Indian, Turkish, North
African, Spanish, Sicilian and other nationalities and cultures formed this large area of Muslim Civilisation that
included men and woman scholars of Muslim, Jewish, Christian, Sabean, Hindu and other faiths.

Knowledge from Assyrian, Babylonian, Chinese, Egyptian, Greek, Indian, Persian and Roman civilisations was highly
prized in the Muslim Civilisation. Scholars advanced science by building upon ancient wisdom, making
breakthroughs that have had a huge but mostly unknown influence on our world.

From astronomical discoveries in the vast sky to navigating and exploring the deep blue seas to fascinating
observations of the rich diversity of the animal kingdom to innovations in medicine and ingenious machinery —
DISCOVER more about these exciting topics and more from the golden age of Muslim Civilisation through these
feature stories!
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1001 Inventions is an
award-winning
international science and
cultural heritage
organisation that raises
awareness of the creative
golden age of Arabic
Science.

From the 7th century
onwards, men and women
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of different faiths and
cultures built on
knowledge from ancient
civilisations making
breakthroughs that have
left their mark on our
world.

Join us on a journey to the
past to inspire a better
future!
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